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ABSTRACT
Some mission critical systems, such as fraud detection, require accu-
rate, real-time metrics over long time windows on applications that
demand high throughputs and low latencies. As these applications
need to run “forever”, cope with large and spiky data loads, they
further require to be run in a distributed setting. Unsurprisingly, we
are unaware of any distributed streaming system that provides all
those properties. Instead, existing systems take large simplifications,
such as implementing sliding windows as a fixed set of partially
overlapping windows, jeopardizing metric accuracy (violating fi-
nancial regulator rules) or latency (breaching service agreements).
In this paper, we propose Railgun, a fault-tolerant, elastic, and dis-
tributed streaming system supporting real-time sliding windows
for scenarios requiring high loads and millisecond-level latencies.
We benchmarked an initial prototype of Railgun using real data,
showing significant lower latency than Flink, and low memory
usage, independent of window size.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In some low-latency mission critical systems, such as in financial
fraud detection, where transactions require a decision in a few
milliseconds, it is desirable that the underlying streaming engines
fulfill all the following L-A-D requirements:
Low latencies even at high percentiles (<250ms @ 99.9%);
Accurate metrics event-by-event;
Distributed, scalable and fault-tolerant.
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However, to the best of our knowledge, no streaming engine
delivers all three LAD requirements. Type 1 streaming engines such
as Aurora [2], STREAM [3], TelegraphCQ [10] and others [9, 11, 22]
provide low latency and accurate results but do not scale beyond
one node (LA). Type 2 engines such as Flink [7], Kafka, Streams [12],
and others [4, 16, 18, 19] provide scalability and fault-tolerance (LD)
at the expense of inaccurate results due to window choices (see
below) or load shedding [1].
L A D
Low latency
at high
percentiles
Accurate
metrics event-
by-event
Distributed,
scalable and
fault-tolerant
Type 1 engines Yes Yes No
Type 2 engines Yes No Yes
Railgun Yes Yes Yes
Table 1: Options taken by different streaming engines
A critical decision is how to handle a large streaming state while
delivering low latency. In low throughputs and small windows,
events can fit in-memory of a single node, and accurate metrics can
be computed for every new event. However, for large windows or
high throughputs (i.e., where D is required) handling the incoming
and expiring events becomes such a problem that Type 2 systems
either shed load, or use hopping windows as an approximation of
real sliding windows, expiring events only so often. For instance, a
5-min sliding window can be approximated, e.g., using five fixed
5-min windows, offset-ed by 1 minute (the hop) and where, as
time passes, new windows (and their aggregations) are created and
expired. As seen in Figure 1, approximating sliding windows with
hoping windows can lead to inaccurate aggregations: a true sliding
window can count 5 events, but a hopping window with 1-min hop
might not. The hop could be smaller, e.g., 1 second, but that would
imply concurrently managing 300 5-min windows, instead of 5.
This state of affairs presents a challenge for modern fraud detec-
tion systems. Responsible for processing trillions of dollars world-
wide every year, these are mission-critical systems with demanding
latency requirements (e.g., <250 ms for 99.9% percentile), while
still requiring accurate metrics event-by-event (for regulatory and
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Figure 1: A 5-min hopping window with 1-min hop uses
physical windows h1-h5 but none capture the 5 events (cir-
cles), unlike a real-time sliding window (w0).
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adversarial reasons, see Section 2.1). To address this need, we pro-
pose Railgun, a novel distributed streaming engine based on low-
memory-footprint, disk-backed sliding windows (an improvement
on the sliding windows and SlideM algorithm [17]) on top of which,
we built state-management and distributed communication layers
to fulfill the LAD requirements. Our contributions are as follows:
(1) We formulate the problem of using hopping windows in
use-cases such as fraud-detection (Section 2.1);
(2) We present our proposal, Railgun, with an overview of the
architectural design, components and decisions (Section 3);
(3) We show that Flink performance degrades when small hops
are used to approximate real sliding windows (Section 4.2);
(4) We show that Railgun computes real-time metrics over large
windows in an efficient and scalable way (Section 4.3).
2 BACKGROUND
A data stream S is an unbounded sequence of events e1, e2, ..., each
a data point with a timestamp. Aggregations over streams are com-
puted using windows. A window w is a sequence of contiguous data
over S with a certain sizews (defined by a number of events, time
interval, or start-stop conditions as in a user session). In this paper,
we focus on time-based windows, henceforth referred simply as
windows. As time passes, a window over a stream is evaluated often,
at a specific, and changing, timepoint Teval . Teval determines the
events to include for the aggregations, where an event with times-
tamp ti belongs to a window evaluation iffTeval −ws ≤ ti < Teval .
Hopping windows are windows where Teval changes according
to a step of length s . This step s , or hop, marks when new windows
are created. If s is smaller thanws , then the windows overlap, i.e.,
an event may belong to more than one hopping window1. When s
is equal tows , hopping windows do not overlap, and events belong
to exactly one window. This case is frequently given the name of
tumbling windows. Step s is generally not bigger thanws .
Real sliding windows, or just sliding windows, are windows where
Teval is the moment right after a new event has arrived. This fre-
quent evaluation is computationally expensive as, for each new
event ei , the system has to expire events and (re-)compute aggrega-
tions, but on the other hand, aggregations are always accurate.
2.1 Fraud-detection requires LAD
While for most streaming use-cases hopping windows are enough,
fraud-detection requires all LAD properties, as shown next.
Fraud-detection systems make decisions over financial trans-
actions, e.g., by blocking a transaction, or raising an alarm when
money laundering is suspected. Such systems use streaming aggre-
gations as inputs for models and rules to make decisions [6]. For
instance, queries such as Q1 and Q2 below can be used to profile
cards or merchants, and detect suspicious behavior:
Q1: SELECT SUM(amount), COUNT (*) FROM payments
GROUP BY card [RANGE 5 MINUTES]
Q2: SELECT AVG(amount) FROM payments
GROUP BY merchant [RANGE 5 MINUTES]
Example 1: Streaming 5-minmetrics per card andmerchant.
1Hopping windows are often called sliding windows by systems such as Flink because
they approximate the behavior of real sliding windows.
Profiles computed over hopping windows are weaker as they
are vulnerable to adversary attacks. E.g., fraudsters can schedule
attacks to occur on specific times, or follow a specific cadence,
taking advantage of the predictable hop size. In addition, since
those profiles can be inaccurate, they compromise rule compliance
– either from internal by-laws, or from external regulators. As illus-
tration, consider the following business rule: âĂĲif the number of
transactions of a card in 5 minutes is higher than 4, then block the
transactionâĂİ. If the window is implemented using 1-min hops,
then the situation in Figure 1 can happen: the rule should trigger on
the fifth event as it arrives within 5 minutes of the first event, but
there is no hopping window including all 5 events in its boundaries
using a 1-min hop.
Failing to ensure precision over these rules, may cause penalties,
heavy sanctions and reputational damage. To avoid this, one could
argue that the hop could be adjusted to catch the intended behavior.
However, the solution is not a panacea. First, the problem in Figure 1
can happen regardless of size. Second, if the hop is reduced to a size
where hopping windows behave almost like real sliding windows
(e.g., 1-ms step) then most stream processing engines systems crash
or significantly degrade performance (cf. Section 4.2). This problem
worsens with long windows. Fraud profiles use windows spanning
over days, weeks, months and sometimes years. These include, e.g.,
the number of distinct addresses used in the last 6 months, or the
average user’s expenditure of the past year.
Fraud-detection systems have very strict and demanding require-
ments. Namely they must: 1) provide sub 250ms latency over 99.9%
percentile (L); 2) provide accurate metrics per-event (A); 3) be dis-
tributed, horizontally scalable and fault-tolerant (D).
2.2 Distributed Streaming Engines
To the best of our knowledge, no known, distributed streaming en-
gine uses real sliding windows but instead implements hopping win-
dows, thereby failing to meet requirement A, i.e., accurate metrics
per event. This happens in Flink, Kafka Streams, Spark Streaming
and others, which we typify as Type 2 systems (Table 1).
Besides the functional limitations shown in Section 2.1, there are
also non-functional drawbacks of hopping windows with respect
to latency, CPU usage and state scalability. So why are they used?
Hopping windows can avoid storing events. Since s andws do not
change during run-time, the number of physical window states is
fixed and exactly windowSizehopSize . Arriving events update those window
states, but can be discarded once its contribution has been applied.
Hence, besides saving storage, these solutions also avoid processing
event expiration. Recall Q1 and Figure 1: sum and count payments
made by a card in the last 5 min with 1-min hop. Any event for this
window affects 5 window states, and in this case, two variables per
window state. Every minute and, for every card active in the last 5
min, new variables are created and the oldest, expired. This property
makes hopping windows interesting when the ratio windowSizehopSize is
low, as it is independent of throughput. When the ratio is higher,
hopping windows bring extra problems (cf. Section 4.2).
Despite these drawbacks, hopping windows’ wide usage and
characteristics have driven substantial research and optimizations
such as Cutty [8], Scotty [24] and others [5, 23] that contribute to
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1. client system sends event to any Railgun node (node 2 
front-end)
2. node 2 front-end forwards event to the several Kafka event 
topics(messaging layer)
3. processor units poll events from partitions assigned 
(back-end layer)
4. processor units send aggregation (from task processors) 
to their  node’s reply topic
5. node 2 front-end consumes all responses from reply topics
6. node 2 front-end replies to client system
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Figure 2: Tale of an event traversing Railgun.
its popularity by delivering reduced hardware costs, support for
out-of-order events, and distributed computations of a single query.
Flink acknowledges the issue of high-precision metrics over
time windows for low latency fraud-detection, with a customized
window solution on-top of the code-base to address it [13]. How-
ever, this approach has quadratic performance. For each event, it
computes the aggregation from scratch by iterating over all stored
events (persisted in RocksDB) for those matching the window inter-
val. Since events are not first-class citizens, few optimizations are
possible and performance worsens with long windows – RocksDB
is not designed for the FIFO streaming event access pattern, and
the many repeated calculations make the solution fail requirement
L.
3 RAILGUN
Railgun is the paper’s main contribution, and takes different design
decisions when compared to the alternatives above: 1) it works with
real sliding windows to achieve aggregation correctness at all times
(and not just at every hop); 2) it uses an event reservoir to efficiently
store and access events; 3) it manages an external aggregation
store (persisted in RocksDB) and a messaging layer (using Kafka)
for distributed processing, fault-tolerance and checkpointing. The
reservoir exploits the predictable, time access of events to optimize
transfers between memory and stable storage, and access nearly all
events from memory using an eager caching. Plus, by optimizing
the computation and storage of aggregation states, Railgun can
deliver accurate results, per-event, with low latency.
Railgun’s high-level architecture is presented in Figure 2, where
we show a new event traversing the system. At this stage, and to
simplify development, all Railgun nodes are equal and composed
by messaging, front-end, and back-end layers; described next. This
could be revised in the future, with different nodes split by function.
3.1 Messaging Layer
The goal of the messaging layer is twofold: 1) serve as the communi-
cation layer between different Railgun nodes, including between the
front-end and back-end layer of the same physical node; 2) support
the recovery of Railgun node failures, by reliably storing events
and aggregation replies which can be rewinded upon request.
Concretely, Railgun uses Kafka [15]. Kafka is a distributed, highly
scalable and fault tolerant messaging system, with high throughput
and low latency guarantees. In opposition to push-based systems
such as RabbitMQ [21], Kafka follows a pull-based approach where
consumers continuously poll for new messages by providing their
individual offset since the last poll. This is important since it allows
a Railgun node to recover by rewinding the stream and replaying
unprocessed messages without degrading the end-to-end latency
of the overall system. Kafka stores messages in topics and provides
built-in capabilities to split topics into several partitions. As we shall
see in Section 3.3, Railgun exploits Kafka’s partitions to manage
work distribution between several Railgun processor units. How-
ever, and although we use Kafka as the messaging layer implemen-
tation, we could have chosen other systems such as Pulsar [25], as
long as they implement the same pull-based and partition concepts.
3.2 Front-End Layer
The front-end layer is the entry point for client requests, including
events, requests for new metrics/streams, or deletions. Hence, be-
sides communicating with the client, the front-end layer distributes
events and manages the overall cluster state (both using Kafka).
When a new stream is registered by the client, the front-end
creates a set of partitioned topics to support it. The number of
topics needed per stream depends on the set of metrics configured,
and more precisely, on the number of distinct group by fields of the
stream. Recall Example 1. Since Railgun is distributed across several
processing units, to have accurate metrics, we need to ensure that
the processing unit computing metrics for a specific entity (e.g.,
card or merchant), receives all events from that entity. This is done
by a routing task in the front-end, where events are hashed based
on their known group by keys. Multiple metrics over a stream, as
in Q1 and Q2 of Example 1, cause the event to be forwarded to more
than one topic (step 2 of Figure 2). Events are, in fact, replicated as
many times as the number of top-level entities needed for a stream,
resulting in different topics per stream. Still, the number of topics
needed is usually a small number, and it is not necessarily equal to
the number of distinct group by keys of all stream metrics (which
could lead to dozens of topics). Accurate metrics, only need events
to be hashed by a subset of their group by keys. E.g., two metrics,
one grouping by card and merchant, and the other by card, could
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both use topic card. This reduces Kafka’s storage, and thus requires
the front-end to receive, from configuration, the topics per stream.
Metrics of a stream might be computed by multiple back-end
instances residing in different Railgun nodes. Hence, the front-end
is also responsible for collecting the several computations (step 5)
from its reply topic, and responding to the client (step 6).
3.3 Back-End Layer
This is where the actual computation of metrics takes place. Within
a back-end instance, we can have a number of configured processor
units. Each processor unit has its own dedicated thread, and is re-
sponsible for a subset of the topic partitions of multiple streams. By
using a single thread, we reduce context switching and synchroniza-
tion, thereby optimizing for event latency. The number of processor
units, among the several Railgun nodes, establishes the level of
parallelism within the cluster. Importantly, two processor units on
the same Railgun node are equivalent to two Railgun nodes with
one processor unit each. By having many processor units inside a
single node, we can exploit multi-core machines efficiently.
Algorithm 1 Processor Unit Logical Loop
1: while runninд do
2: Check for operational tasks and process them
3: messaдes ← consumer .poll(timeout)
4: formessaдe ←messaдes do
5: t ←messaдe .topic
6: p ←messaдe .partition
7: taskProcessor ← taskProcessors .дet(t ,p)
8: taskProcessor .processMessaдe(messaдe)
9: end for
10: end while
Algorithm 1 summarizes the processor unit’s duties. While run-
ning, the processor checks for operational tasks such as adding/re-
moving new streams or metrics; and forwards events for the actual
computation of metrics to the appropriate task processors.
Each task processor handles a single pair (topic, partition). I.e.,
a processor will have as many task processors as (topic, partition)
pairs assigned. There is only one active task processor for each
(topic, partition) pair in the whole cluster, and thus the combination
of unique topic-partition pairs sets the cluster’s level of concur-
rency. Most of the back-end’s complexity, such as topic-partition
assignment, is delegated to the messaging layer. When a node fails,
the messaging layer detects the failure and, at step 3 of Algorithm 1,
triggers a callback to assign these partitions to another processor.
Each task processor is composed of: an event reservoir that stores
the events; a state store with aggregation states of each configured
metric; and a plan – directed acyclic graph (DAG) of operators.
3.3.1 Event Reservoir. Processing an event starts with the event
reservoir, where events are persisted to disk. In it, events are seri-
alized and compressed into groups of contiguous chunks. We do
this to reduce the number of I/O operations, all of which are asyn-
chronous, so as to not affect event processing latency. Chunks hold
multiple events and are kept in-memory until they reach a fixed
size, after which they are persisted to disk over immutable and
ordered files, to support efficient random reads of events. By per-
sisting chunks to disk often, we ease recovery, as only the most
recent events can be lost, and recovered from the Messaging Layer.
Since events are consumed in order, by advancing windows,
the reservoir is able to provide iterators that transparently load
chunks into memory. Furthermore, iterators eagerly load adjacent
chunks into cache when a new chunk is loaded from disk, and
starts to be iterated. As a result, when a window needs events
from the next chunk, it is normally already available for iteration.
This predictability helps us relax the hardware demands for the
reservoir, as even for low latency scenarios, we can use a network-
attached storage or HDDs, reducing the total cost of ownership.
This reservoir is an evolution of previous work [17]. We use a
locally-attached storage in each Railgun node to avoid a single point
of failure, and define a data format and compression for efficient
storage, both in terms of deserialization time and size. The latter
is important since events can be replicated across multiple task
processors.
closed chunk eagerly loaded to cache 
(if possible), to be iterated next
incoming events
 (Head)
open chunk being iterated by the Head
closed chunk ready to be stored
expiring events
(Tail)
RAM
Disk
closed chunk being iterated by the Tail
closed chunk in disk
 9 8 1 2 1 2 3 7 8...
Figure 3: Iterators for a Window in Event Reservoir
As illustrated in Figure 3, by default, each window has two itera-
tors - one for the head of the window (expiring events), and another
for the tail (arriving events) - and each iterator only needs one
chunk in-memory2. Whenever possible, we reuse iterators among
windows. Namely, over the same reservoir, two real-time sliding
windows always share the same tail iterator (e.g. a 1-min and a
5-min window share the same tail iterator, which points to the most
recently arrived event). This design makes the reservoir optimal
for I/O [20], and extremely efficient for long windows. Namely, and
except for the extra storage needed (minimized by compression
and serialization), windows of years are equivalent to windows of
seconds – in performance, accuracy, and memory consumption.
3.3.2 Plan and State Store. The plan is a DAG of operations that
compute all the metrics within a topic-partition, following the order:
Window -> Filter -> Group By -> Aggregator. Since we often
have metrics sharing the Window, Filter, and Group By operators,
the plan optimizes these by reusing the DAG’s prefix path.
Group By 
(merchant)
Group By 
(card)
Window 
(5min)
SUM 
(amount)
COUNT 
(*)
AVG 
(amount)
Figure 4: Plan DAG of Example 1.
Figure 4 shows the DAG of Example 1. In it, all metrics share
the same window, but Q1 groups by field card while Q2 by field
merchant. Optimizing the DAG to reuse operators prevents us from
2However, due to eager caching, more chunks may be in-memory.
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repeating unnecessary computations, especially ones related with
windows. Every time a plan advances time, the Window operator
produces the events that arrive and expire, to the downstream oper-
ators of the DAG. However, to make these optimizations, we restrict
Railgun’s query expressibility to follow a strict order of operations.
In contrast, general solutions like Flink or Spark Streaming provide
a more flexible API, which make it harder to optimize.
While the roots of the DAG iterate over the reservoir and push
events downstream, the leafs (i.e., Aggregator operators) use the
state store to keep and access the results of the aggregations. Sim-
ilarly to Flink, Railgun uses RocksDB for this purpose which has
proven to be a reliable and low latency embedded key-value store.
4 EXPERIMENTS
To validate our approach we present two experiments: 1) measure
how Railgun’s real-time sliding windows compare with Flink’s
hopping windows; 2) assess how Railgun scales with window size
or number of windows. We chose Flink as it is one of the most
used stream processing system, and the closest to our functional
needs. Space constraints prevent us from showing how Railgun
scales to address higher throughputs in multi-node setup. However,
note that in Railgun’s architecture (Section 3.3) having several task
processors (due to topic partition) within a single node is equivalent
to multiple nodes with a single task processor; and since Railgun is
under development, assessing performance and scalability within a
single node already allow us to validate several design decisions.
4.1 Setup and Methodology
In all experiments we use 3 m5.2xlarge AWS instances3, using
only EBS storage. We use Kubernetes to deploy 1 Kafka pod (with
Zookeeper), 1 injector, and 1 computing engine – either Railgun
or Flink (v1.11.0) – with a JVM heap of 10GB all in separate VMs.
The injector sends events to a Kafka event topic, at a sustained
throughput of 500 ev/s. The goal is to validate how latencies vary
between engines with the same throughput and cluster setup.
Each computing engine consumes events from the input topic,
computes the aggregation, and sends the result to the injector’s
reply topic. Latencies are measured by the injector based on the
reply message time. I.e., we compute the end-to-end latency since
we send the message to Kafka, until the moment we consume from
Kafka the aggregation response. These latencies are corrected to
take into account the coordination omission problem [14]. We use
two Kafka topics – one to publish events with 10 partitions; and
another to consume responses with 1 partition. Since we only use
one Kafka node, replication is set to 1. All experiment runs are of
35 minutes, where the first 5 minutes are for warmup, and ignored
for latency purposes. We use a fraud dataset from one of our clients
to simulate real-world dictionary cardinality for aggregation states.
4.2 Comparing Flink with Railgun
Here, we show Flink’s architectural limitations stemming from
using hopping windows, as described in Section 2.2, and how they
compare with Railgun’s real-time sliding window. For that, we use
Flink to compute the sum(amount) per card, over a 60-min hopping
window. Then, we vary the hop size from 5 minutes to 1 second
3https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/
to show how Flink latencies behave. To optimize Flink for latency
rather than throughput, we set Flink’s Kafka Client to use a batch
timeout of 0. The results are shown in Figure 5, where we include
Railgun’s latency for the same query using its real sliding window.
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Figure 5: Latency of Flink’s hopping windows vs. Railgun’s
real sliding windows at a fixed throughput of 500 ev/s.
4.2.1 Discussion. Figure 5 shows how Flink latencies are affected
when we increase the hop’s granularity. Clearly, in this setup, with
hops of 10s or less, Flink is unable to keep with a 500 ev/s through-
put. Yet, in most of our setups, we are required to score events
in less than 250ms in the 99.9% percentile (cf. L requirement of
Section 2.1). For those, we need hops of at least 1 minute, which
would severely compromise accuracy, and violate rules for our
clients (cf. A requirement of Section 2.1). Railgun achieves all LAD
requirements with lower latencies than Flink, on all percentiles.
4.3 Scaling Railgun
To demonstrate how Railgun scales within a single machine, we
designed two different experiments. In the first experiment, we
compute the same metric as in Section 4.2, but vary the window
size from 5minutes to 7 days. In the second experiment, we compute
three different metrics: sum, average and count, over the amount
field grouped by card. Then, we vary the number of windows
on which we compute these three metrics, to enforce a different
number of reservoir iterators. Recall from Section 3.3.1 that the
number of iterators depends on the number of windows and how
they are aligned. When two windows are aligned, either at the
beginning or the end, they share the same iterator. Thus, to vary
from 20 to 240 iterators, we vary from 10 to 120misalignedwindows.
The results from both experiments can be seen in Figure 6.
4.3.1 Discussion. On the first experiment, we clearly show that the
window size is irrelevant to Railgun’s latency performance. This
is expected since for any window we have two iterators, indepen-
dently of the window size. Additional benchmarks have shown us
that variations in higher percentiles (>99.99%), are due to Kafka
communication, rather than Railgun (or Flink in Figure 5). Hence, in
some runs we have 150ms in 99.99% percentile, and in others 75ms.
For the second experiment, we show that as long as the iterators
can retrieve the next chunk from cache, the impact on latencies
is almost irrelevant. Each iterator requires a chunk in-memory,
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Figure 6: Scaling Railgun
and, in this experiment, we used 220 chunk elements in Railgun’s
cache. This means that for most experiments, whenever the iterator
requests the next chunk, it is already pre-loaded in memory. Hence,
we only start to see some latency degradation when we have almost
the same elements in cache as the number of iterators, i.e., when
we increase the probability of a cache-miss. On the run where we
have 240 iterators, we also start to see GC problems due to memory
pressure, which then leads to higher latencies. This is as expected
since the actual heap usage is very close to the maximum JVM heap.
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we propose Railgun, a novel distributed streaming
engine that supports real-time sliding windows, while providing
crucial non-functional requirements: high throughput, low latency,
horizontal scalability and fault tolerance. We believe that Railgun
is the first distributed streaming engine able to deliver accurate
metrics on strict mission-critical scenarios, such as fraud-detection.
One of Railgun’s enablers is the event reservoir. Since accurate
metrics require considering all events, the reservoir efficiently per-
sists them to disk, while fetching chunks of events ahead of time
as they are needed by windows. This allows Railgun to support
time-windows spanning years with the same memory usage as win-
dows of seconds. To reduce storage costs, the reservoir uses cheap
local HDDs or network-attached disks, and exploits the events’
immutability to aggressively compress and serialize them.
Railgun is still under development, and some work lies ahead to
validate some components of our design. Namely, we need to certify
that: 1) recovery of a task processor does not severely impact the
overall system latency; 2) our chosen data format for the reservoir
efficiently supports online schema changes and metrics backfill,
i.e., the ability to add a new metric and fill it from old event data.
Although still a prototype, our experiments provide sound promises
for Railgun. Particularly, we show that Railgun has lower latencies
per event than Flink, even when Flink is configured for a low metric
accuracy (5-min hop size). Finally, we show that our performance is
unaffected by the window size, and that Railgun scales reasonably
well with the number of windows and metrics, as long we are able
to prevent I/O calls on the critical path of event processing, by
pro-actively loading reservoir chunks into memory, ahead of time.
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